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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Purpose and Plan
The purpose of the study .- The purpose of this thesis is to
reveal some of the characteristics of the 35 gifted children
v;ho have been selected and taught in a special class in Brockton,
Massachusetts. The term "gifted children" is used to apply to
those with an intelligence quotient above 130.
The plan of the study .- The writer proposes to give a
brief case study of each child. In this will be included the
sex of the individual; the family, home, and immediate environ-
ment; the heslth; the personality; the intelligence quotient;
and the achievement test results.
After the case study reveals the foregoing facts, a com-
parison will be made on each item among members of the group.
Background History
The history of educating the mentally-gifted child .- Man
has long noted the necessity of giving special training to
those who are mentally superior.
Plat in his ideas on education, was an early example.
One of his theories was that a person should be educated or
trained according to his ability. The artisan and the laborer
1/ Guy M. Whipple, "Historical Backgroung - Education of the
Gifted", Twenty-third Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education, ' Public Schools Publishing Company, Blooming-
ton, Illinois, 1924, p. 1-24
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would "be apprenticed for a special vocation; the warrior would
have training in gymnastics, music, and the arts; and the members
of the highest group, as they were to be leaders, would get the
benefit of an exceptionally complete program in their education.
While this plan was based upon a caste system, it did not
set up rigid barriers among the groups. If the son of a laborer
showed remarkable ability, he would be educated for the highest
class. Likewise, if a member of a high class family did not
show ability he would be remanded ro a lower class.
More recently much has been done in the way of aiding the
mentally-gifted child.
According to Goddard-V the movement for giving special
consideration to the gifted in the public schools covers a period
of about eighty years. He states, however, that there were
three methods employed during this time. These were the flex-
ible promotion plan, the rapid advancement plan, and the curricu-
lum enrichment plan. The first two are closely related and were
time savers, allowing the child to complete schooling in fewer
years than the average.
The flexible promotion idea was started by Dr. W. J.
Harris.il/ in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1867. The basis of it was
1/ Henry Herbert Goddard, School Training of Gifted Children ,
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1928, p. 1.
2/ Guy H. Whipple, "Historical Background - "Education of the
Gifted", Twenty-Third Yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education, ' Public Schools Publishing Company, Blooming-
ton/ Illinois, 1924, p. 1-24.
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the promotion at the end of a short interval of time. Thus
children who could do their work faster were promoted rapidly.
Copying this plan and modifying it to their situation were
the following communities: Elizabeth, New Jersey; Cambridge,
Massachusetts; Santa Barbara, California; Batavia, New York;
and San Francisco, California, These resulted in rapidly ad-
vancing the pupil through the grades, thus saving time, Wor-
cester, Massachusetts, schools started the first gifted class
in 1901.
The modern period of enriching the program in special
classes started in Cleveland, Ohio, schools in 1920. There was
no emphasis on time saving, rather upon keeping the child
happily employed with work that was educative both because it
was interesting and because it challenged his ability. This
called for the best responses all the time,
Bakeri/says, however, that while this seems to be the best
way, there were in 1930 only 30 of 763 cities of over 10,000
population with such classes or schools.
The origin of the special class for gifted in Brockton .
-
In the fall of 1940, Brockton^/, realizing the need "to help
T/T Harry J. Bakery Introduction to Exceptional Children , The
MacMillan Company, New York, 1944, p. 282-299.
2/ Edith Pox Carlson' and Marion E. Wiles, "Organizing a Class
for Gifted Children", Journal of Exceptional Children (December
1943) 10: 73-77.
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children of superior intelligence develop their potentialities
to the maximum" established a class for gifted children.
The Brockton School Department in co-operation with the
Child Guidance Clinic of the Massachusetts Division of Mental
Hygiene worked on this project; for personality growth as well
as intellectual development was stressed.
The original class was to be a combination of grades three
and four.
The supervisor of the elementary grades submitted to the
Child Guidance Clinic a list of third and fourth grade pupils
of the "'est District who showed signs of possessing superior
ability.
The Clinic selected from this list all those who:
1. Had IQ f s of 125 or over on group intelligence tests
given in the schools.
2. Had achievement levels at least two years above their
CA expectancy levels despite IQ's below 125 on group tests.
3. 7/ere considered by their teachers to be exceptionally
bright, although they did not meet the qualifications of
either" high IQ , s on group tests or high achievements
scores.
1/ Mabel L. Handy and Alice L. Lindstrom, "Enriching the
Curriculum for Gifted Children", Journal of Exceptional Children
(February 1944) 10: 103-107.
Edwin A. Nelson and Edith Pox Carlson, "Special Education
for Gifted Children—Evaluation at End of Three Years", Journal
of Exceptional Children (October 1945) 12: 6-13.
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Thirty-seven children met these requirements. After
parental consent was obtained, the children were given the 1916
Revision cf the Stanford-3inet Scale, Seventeen obtained
Stanford-Binet intelligence quotients of 130 or more.
These 17 children were given a psychiatric examination and
an anamnesis was obtained on each. These pupils were accepted
by the Clinic for the special class but the parents of one pre-
ferred net to have such class training for their son. When the
class started in November, 1940, it consisted of eight boys and
eight girls. The third grade had five pupils and the fourth
grade had eleven.
The following year, 1941 - 1942, this group became the
fourth and fifth grades respectively, and in 1942 - 1943 it
became the fifth and sixth grades respectively.
When it became time for the elder group to enter junior
high school a new group of children was selected by the clinic
by the same methods as before for grade four. The administra-
tors kept the younger of the original group in grade six.
When the second part of the original group entered junior
high school a new group was selected for grade four. Thus the
fourth grade became the entering grade in the special class.
Each group would proceed through the three grades until they
reached junior high school.
This class is continuing to enrich the program and to give
special attention to each child. There are never more than 20
in the class in one year.
t n f ri ( ' ! ^ ^ f? ^ n
CHAPTER II
INDIVIDUAL CASE STUDIES
In this chapter the writer will present 35 case studies.
The children studied will include the 16 originally accepted
for the gifted class, and 19 who have been added since.
Each study will reveal information on the following points:
basis for selection in the class: family, home, and immediate
environment; health; personality; and educative growth.
For the reader who desires to omit this section, Chapter
III has tables and an interpretation of the main points, and
Chapter IV has a summary cf the characteristics of the gifted-
class members,
FRANCIS
When the schools were asked to list their best third-grade
pupils, the principal of one school named Francis. The Child
Guidance Clinic agreed, and Francis was admitted to the class
for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal Factors .- The father is American-born of Scotch-
Irish descent. He has studied much and is capable of doing
many things* At present he is secretary of the Young Men ! s
Christian Association. He is also an embalmer. He is friendly
and anxious to help Francis.
Maternal Factors.- The mother is American-born of French
6

descent. She is a very conservative woman. She does not seek
much from social contacts. She is quite religious.
Siblings .- Francis is the elder of two boys. His brother
is five years younger.
Language spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken in this home.
The home . - The home is an average middle-class one. It
reflects strongly the conservativeness of the mother. It is a
single-family house.
The in cone .- The family has a steady income from the
father T s employment. While it is not too large, it is adequate
to cover their living.
The neighborhood.- The family lives in a pleasant superior
neighborhood. They are a mile from the center of the city and a
quarter of a mile from the school.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that Francis
was bottle-fed until ten months; that he cut his first tooth
at six months; that he walked at eleven months; and that he
talked at twelve months.
He is right-handed
He has suffered with no after effects, whooping cough and
chicken pox. His teeth are soft, and he has a nervous stomach.

Personality
This pleasant lad is conscientious about doing the right
thing. He is usually happy, and is appreciative of things done
for him. He is dependable and reliable.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-3inet scale
Francis scored an intelligence quotient of 130. The psycholo-
gist reported that his language was superior; that his memory
was very good; that his judgment was superior; and that his per-
ception was good.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, taken at grade 5.5, Francis received the follow-
ing grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning 9.8
Vocabulary 7.8
Language Usage 9.5
Spelling 8.3
Arithmetic-Reasoning 6.2
Arithmetic-Computation 7.6
Literature 7.8
Social Studies 7.4
Science 10.6
His average score was grade 8.1.
MARY
Mary was recommended by her teacher and principal for the
class for mentally gifted because she had demonstrated such all
round superiority in the classroom. The Child Guidance Clinic,
losnoo 3?
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9after testing her, agreed, and Mary was admitted to the group.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal Factors ,- The father was born in Italy and came
to this country while still a child. He, his father, and his
brothers operate their own bakery.
Llaternal factors .- The mother was born in America of
Italian-born parents. She is very ambitious for her family and
home
.
Siblings Mary has one brother of whom she is a little
jealous. He is two years younger than she.
Language spoken at home .- English and Italian are spoken at
home
The home
.
- Kary f s family owns its home. It is a single-
family house which they have improved themselves.
The income .- The money coming in now is steady and adequate.
The father works in his own bakery.
The neighborhood .- The family resides in a rural section of
the city about four miles from the main shopping center. The
houses are quite far apart.
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that Mary was
breast-fed for nine and one-half months and bottle-fed until
one year; that she cut her first tooth at five months; that she
walked at eleven and one-half months, and that she talked at ten
months
.
u
She is right-handed
Mary had no childhood sicknesses, and she has had excellent
health.
Personality
This young lady is happy most of the time, laughs easily,
"but becomes moody when something "bothers her. She is extremely
sensitive and tears come to her eyes when she hears of someone's
misfortune. However, her own feelings are not too easily
offended. She is generous, thoughtful, and appreciative. Her
sense of humor is excellent, and she loves to tease. She is a
little shy and it takes awhile hefore she "becomes herself.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the Stanford-Bine t scale Mary
scored an intelligence quotient of 136. The psychologist re-
ported that her language was normal but low for her general
ability, probably because she lived in a foreign home; that her
memory was good; that her Judgment was very superior and uest
when visual; and that her perception was very superior.
Achievement Test results .- On the Stanford Achievement Test,
Form EM administered in Grade 5.5, Mary received an average
grade-equivalent of 7.0. On the individual tests he received
grade-equivalents as follows:
Paragraph meaning 6.6
Vocabulary 7.4
Language usage 8.8
Spelling 7.C
Arithmetic reasoning 7.2
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Arithmetic-computation 6.6
Literature 8,5
Social Studies 6.0
Science 7.0
average 7.0
ERNEST
Ernest's teacher recommended him to the Child Guidance
Clinic for consideration as a member of the class for mentally
gifted because of his excellent class work. The Clinic tested
him and accepted him for the class.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-horn of Irish
descent. He has held responsible positions both in industry
and politics. However, a period of ill health caused him to
lose an excellent position. He has now recovered but must be
careful of his health.
Maternal factors .- The mother is also American-born of
Irish descent. Prior to her marriage she was a social worker
for a welfare agency in the city. She now devotes her time to
her family and home.
Siblings .- Ernest is the oldest of five children. The
youngest two are girls.
Language spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken in this home.
The home .- The home in which Ernest lives is a large single-
family house. It is very well-furnished and has many luxuries.
,^1
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The income .- The salary was reduced during the father's
illness but is back up again into the high-income group.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a superior neighbor-
hood in the best residential section of the city.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
bottle-fed until one year; that he cut his first tooth at six
months; that he walked at ten months; and that he talked at
two years.
He is right-handed. He was left-handed but changed of his
own accord.
He has suffered from many childhood sicknesses. Among them
are scarlet fever, measles, and chicken pox. Also he has had
appendicitis, chronic sore throat, and a concussion. He has had
no ill effects from these. He is a potential diabetic.
Personality
This young man has a continual feeling of being abused and
picked on. He is very quick-tempered. Outside the home he is
friendly and courteous but this cannot always be counted on at
home. He has a lack of persistency. He likes to start but
hates to finish what he has started.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- Cn the Old Stanford-Binot scale
Ernest scored an intelligence quotient of 133. The psychologist
12
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reported that his language was very superior; that his memory
was well above normal; that his judgment was excellent; and that
_his perception was good.
Achievement test results *- On the Stanford Achievement
Tests, Form EM, administered to Ernest in grade 5.5, he scored
an average grade equivalent of 9.8. The grade-equivalents on
II .
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the various test sectirns are as follows:
Paragraph meaning 10.6
Vocabulary 10.3
Language 10.9
Spelling 8.5
Arithmetic-Reasoning 8.5
Arithmetic-Computation 6.2
History 11.0
Geography 9.0
Literature too high
JAMES
It was James ! s third-grade teacher who discovered that he
should be placed in a special class. She discerned this fact
after James had proved to be a discipline problem, which came
about because academically he was far ahead of his fellow-pupils.
The Child Guidance Clinic tested the child and found that he
possessed superior intelligence.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- James's father was born in Russia and
came to America in his youth. He now owns one of the city's
noted specialty shops. He is a highly respected businessman.
Maternal factors .- James's mother is much younger than his
father. She is over-protective without realizing it. She is an
; in si I soxa
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able leader in the Jewish social affairs of the city.
Siblings .- James has overcome the early pangs of jealousy
which he felt for his only brother who is six years his junior.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Kebrew are
spoken at home.
The home .- James lives in a single-family stucco house,
which is luxuriously appointed. There are many cultural oppor-
tunities at home.
The income .- Prom his store the father receives a substan-
tial income each year. He is in the "high-bracket" income group
The neighborhood .- When James entered the class the family
lived in an excellent neighborhood. Now they have purchased a
mansion in an even better locality.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed for three months and bottle-fed until one year; that
he cut his first tooth at eleven months; that he walked at
thirteen months; and that he talked very late at thirty months.
He is right-handed.
He has suffered from two attacks of pneumonia and was very
ill with measles. However, he recovered from these with no
apparent ill effects.
He is overweight and tall for his age. At first the weight
was out of proportion but that condition has now been remedied.
9r
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Personality
Jim is a thoughtful, kind boy who is very generous and
affectionate. He is perfectly poised when with adults and likes
attention. His excellent, outstanding personality has won him
many friends.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-3inet scale
James scored an intelligence quotient of 131. The psychologist
reported that his language was well-developed; that his memory
was very good; that his judgment was good; and that his percep-
tion was excellent.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement test
taken in grade 5.5, James scored an average grade-equivalent of
S.O. In the various tests he received the following grade-
equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning 10.3
Vocabulary 9.0
Language 8.8
Spelling 9.0
Arithmetic-Reasoning 8.5
Ari thmet i c-Computation 7.4
Literature too high
Social Studies 9.3
Science 7.8
ALFRED
Prom the survey of children who had done exceedingly well
in the third grade, the Child Guidance Clinic selected Alfred to
be a member of the class for mentally gifted.
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Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Irish
descent. He is a handy man in a print shop hut has held many
different types of positions. He is of good intelligence but
does not seem to be able to hold a position too long.
Maternal factors .- The mother is Ganadian-born of French
descent. She is not very patient with Alfred. Nothing he does
seems to please her. His natural exuberance to her is his effort
to get on her nerves. (This condition cleared a little after
Alfred attended the special class.)
Siblings .- Alfred has one sister who is four years his
junior.
Language spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken at home.
The home . - The family lives in a four-room tenement. There
are few luxuries. The boy sleeps on a couch in the dining room.
The income .- The income is small and not always steady.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a fair neighborhood.
It is located one mile both from the center of the city and the
school. It is a tenement section.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that Alfred was
breast-fed until twelve months; that he cut his first tooth at
seven months; that he walked at eleven months; and that he taUked
at fifteen months.
-MM
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He is right-handed
He has had whooping cough and chicken pox, but he suffered
no ill after effects.
He is strong, husky, and large for his age.
Personality
Alfred is quick-tempered and stubborn when he is crossed.
He is not sensitive but he reacts poorly to correction. There
are times when he is dependable, honest, and friendly.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-Binet scale
Alfred scored an intelligence quotient of 134. The psychologist
reported that his language was very good; that his memory was
superior; that his judgment was very good; and that his percep-
tion was excellent.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement Test,
Form EM, administered to Alfred in grade 5.5, he received a
grade-equivalent score of 8.8. On the different tests he re-
ceived the following grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning 10.6
Vocabulary 8.8
Language usage 10.3
Spelling 8.5
Arithmetic-Reasoning 7.4
Arithmetic-Computation 6.6
Literature too high
History 716
Geography 9.0
3c 2
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JOHN
Johr^s principal, noting his brightness, referred him to
the clinic -when the idea for a special class for mentally
gifted was initiated. After testing him, he was accepted for
admittance to the group.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father was born in Russia and came
to this country as a child. He owns a small business which
makes suspender trimmings. This is not too successful.
Maternal factors .- The mother was born in Lithuania. She
does not work outside the home. She is very anxious for John
to have the best of everything and to meet the better class of
people
.
Siblings .- John has one sister who is seven years older
than he. When his sister finished high school she went on to
college
.
t
Language spoken at home .- Both English and Hebrev; are
spoken in this home.
The home .- The family lives in a five-room tenement. John
shares a room with his father. There are many books and maga-
zines and much use is made of the public library.
The income .- The income was greatly reduced during the
depression and is still below average. The mother is socially
inclined and is anxious and glad for John to meet the "elite."
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a poor neighborhood
orf mid b
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but gives evidence of having lived in a better one. They have
lived here since the family lost money in the depression of
1929-1937.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that John was
breast-fed until nine months; that he cut his first tooth at
thirteen months; that he walked at eleven months; and that he
talked at eleven months.
He is right-handed.
He has had whooping cough and chicken pox, but he has
suffered no ill after effects.
Personality
John is a spontaneous, enthusiastic lad who never stops
moving. He is witty and very humorous. He tries hard to do
the right thing at the right time.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-Bine t scale
John scored an intelligence quotient of 132. The psychologist
reported that his language was very superior; that his memory
was good; that his judgment was superior; and that his percep-
tion was very well developed.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, taken in grade 5.5, John received the following
grade-equivalent scores:
tr;OT
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Paragraph meaning
Vocabul ry
Language
Spelling
Arithraet ic-Reasong
Arithmetic-Computation
Literature
Social Studies
Science
9.8
9.0
10.0
10.0
9.0
8.3
7.8
above normal
6.0
His average grade-equivalent was 9.3.
DOROTHY
In selecting children who had done exceptionally well in
the third grade, Dorothy f s principal reported that she had a
very superior auditory memory. The Child Guidance Clinic tested
and found Dorothy to be a child possessing superior intelligence
Paternal factors .- The father was born in America of Irish
immigrant parents. The father is a federal government employee
working in a supervisory capacity. He has a very responsible
position.
Maternal factors .- Dorothy's mother is also American-born
and being a woman of strong mind and character devotes all her
time and attention to her home and family.
Siblings .- Dorothy is the youngest member in a family of
five children consisting of four girls and one boy who is next
to Dorothy in age. These children have been very successful in
their school careers.
Language spoken at home . English is the only language
spoken in this home.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment

The hone .- Living in a single house, Dorothy enjoys all
the luxuries of a wealthy home. There are plenty of good books
and magazines to read, and there are opportunities for much
educational recreation.
The income .- The father earns an excellent salary. His
position is guaranteed for life by civil service.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a new development
in the superior residential section of the city. It is located
near a swank golf course.
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
bottle-fed until one year; thai she cut her first tooth at
seven months; that she walked at fourteen months; and that she
talked at an early age.
She is right-handed.
In her childhood Dorothy had the following diseases:
measles, chicken pox, whooping cough, and scarlet fever. She
made a complete recovery from each illness and no complications
arose
•
Personality
This young lady is the "chatter box" type. She is very
active and friendly. Her generosity often covers up her per-
sistent determination to have her own way. Her vivacious person-
ality overshadows her plain appearance.
f.sam n
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- In the old Stanford-Binet scale
Dorothy scored an intelligence quotient cf 132, The psycholo-
gist noted that her attention was well-substained; that her
language was not as good as it could be for her mental age; that
her auditory memory was very superior, but her visual memory was
net so good; that her judgment was excellent; and that her per-
ception was normal.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered while Dorothy was in grade 5.5, she
scored the following grade-equivalents:
Paragraph meaning 10.9
Vocabulary 9,0
Language 9,5
Spelling 8.5
Arithmetic-Reasoning 7.4
Arithmetic-Computation 7.2
Literature 9.0
History 8.1
Geography 7.0
Her grade average on the test was 8.5.
THOMAS
7»hen the teachers were asked to recommend their smartest
children to the Child Guidance Clinic, the name of Thomas was
Included. After being tested by the Clinic, he was accepted for
placement in the class for the mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father was born in England and came
to this country as a young man. He is a successful lawyer whose
t01
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vigor is often called upon in the interest of civic affairs. He
worked his way through college playing in an orchestra.
Maternal factors .- The mother is American-born of English
descent. She is a home-loving person--very much devoted to her
children. She often has to do most of the "bringing up" because
of the civic mindedness of the father.
Siblings .- Thomas is the oldest of five children. He has
only one sister who is next to him in age
.
Language spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken in this house.
The home .- The home is a large single house. It is very
well furnished.
The income .- The income is very good. The family enjoys
many luxuries. They also have a summer home on Cape Cod.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a good residential
section of the city.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that Thomas was
bottle-fed until fourteen months; that he cut his first tooth at
six and one-half months; that he talked at six and one-half
months; and that he walked at fourteen and one-half months.
He is right-handed.
He has suffered from chicken pox and the mumps. He has had
no ill effects from them.
vfvtQ 10
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Personality
Thomas has a good disposition as a rule but has trouble
controlling temper. He is a very strong-willed. He is persist-
ent about finishing what he starts, and he has a good sense of
justice
.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-Bine t scale
Thomas scored an intelligence quotient of 150. The psycholo-
gist reported that his language was superior; that his memory
was good; that his judgment was outstandingly good; and that his
perception was excellent.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EHT* v/hich was administered to Thomas in grade 5.5,
he received a grade-equivalent score of 9.3. On the individual
tests he obtained the following grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph reading 8.8
Vocabulary 9.5
Language usage too high
Spelling 10.0
Arithmetic-Reasoning 8.5
Arithmetic-Computation 7.2
Literature 10.3
Social studies 9.0
Science 8.5
ANN
Noting Ann's special ability in reasoning, her third-grade
teacher recommended her for gifted class placement. The Child
Guidance Clinic tested her and approved.
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Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is a leading florist. During
the war he was the head of the local Office of Frice Administra-
tion. He is native-horn of Irish descent,
Maternal factors .- The mother is American-born or Irish
descent. She does not work outside regularly, but occasionally
she helps out in the family business. She is very fond of Ann
and tends to be a little over-protective.
Siblings Ann has one brother who is six years her junior.
She accepts him very well, exhibiting no jealousy.
Languages spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken at home.
The home .- The home is modern and up-to-dare. The family
occupies the whole house. The furnishings are tastefully
arranged. There are many books and magazines available for the
children
.
The income ,- The family has a better than average income
derived from the florist.
The neighborhood .- The neighborhood is a residential one
consisting mostly of single-family homes. It is one-half mile
from the school and one mile from the center of the city.
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
breast-fed for seven months and bottle-fed until fourteen
months; that she cut her first tooth at six months; that she
3fi'
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walked at sixteen months; and that she talked at ten months.
She is left-handed.
She suffered from an abscessed ear in the first grade.
However, no permanent injury to the ear resulted. In the
seventh grade she started to have convulsions. She had a few
attacks but after a period of six months the condition cleared
and there has been no recurrence since.
Personality
Ann is a hyper-active, pleasant child. She needs much
reassurance. She is usually so exuberant that it is difficult
for her to curb her tendencies to talk and to fool. She is
honest and sincere and tries to help others all the time.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- Cn the old Stanford-Binet scale
Ann scored an intelligence quotient of 136. The psychologist
reported that her language was superior; that her memory was
normal but not so remarkable as her other abilities; that her
judgment was superior; and that her perception was good.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, taken in grade 5.5, Ann scored the following
grade-equivalents
:
Paragraph meaning 9.0
Vocabulary 7.8
Language usage 8.1
Spelling 9.C
Arithmetic-Reasoning 8.3
Arithmetic-Computation 6.0
xrioA bno'
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Literature
Social Studies
Science
Her average grade-equivalent was 7.8.
8.5
7.8
6.4
LOUIS
Louis was recommended to the Child Guidance Clinic by the
supervisor of elementary education after she noted his excell-
ent reading ability. The clinic tested hirr and accepted him
for the class for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- Louis 1 s father was American-born of
Russian-Jewish descent. He committed suicide when Louis was
very young. The mother remarried, and recently the stepfather
passed away.
Maternal factors .- The mother is also American-born of
Russian-Jewish descent. She owned an interest in a specialty
shop in the center of the city. She sold this when she re-
married. She is very devoted to her family.
Siblings . - Louis has one older sister who is a neurotic.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Hebrew are
spoken at home.
The home .- The family lives on the first floor of a three-
tenement house. It is fairly well furnished. Louis sleeps on
a couch in the dining room.
The income .- The family income is adequate for all the
necessities and many luxuries.
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The neighborhood .- The family lives in a tenement district
neighboring on a good residential section.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed until four months and bottle-fed until fourteen
months; that he cut his first tooth at seven months; that he
•walked at twelve months; and that he talked at ten months.
He is left-handed.
lie had a nervous tic in his face. This condition cleared
when he became adjusted to school and children of his age.
Personality
Louis has a fine disposition. He is not aggressive and is
an extremely sensitive boy whose feelings are easily hurt. He
is generous, affectionate, and not jealous.
He seldom smiled and formerly spoke only in monosyllables.
Special class work has helped him overcome these idiosyncrasies.
Now he is a real leader in his group.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-Binet scale
Louis scored an intelligence quotient of 132. The psychologist
reported that his language was very superior; that his memory
was good; that his judgment was superior; and that his percep-
tion was better than average.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement Test
Form Em, administered to Louis in grade 4.5, he scored an
oi too
-average equivalent of 8.8. On the individual tests he scored
grade-equivalents as follows:
Paragraph meaning 10.3
Vocabulary 9.3
Language usage 8.3
Spelling 8,3
Arithmetic-Reasoning 7.2
Arithmetic-Computation 5.9
Literature 8.5
Social Studies too high
Science S.O
ALBERT
When Albert entered the first grade, he was able to read.
The educational consultant, with the teacher, planned a special
enriched program for him. By the time he was in the third grade,
he was ahead of the others of his age, and the educational con-
sultant recommended his transfer to the class for the mentally
gifted. The Child Guidance Clinic agreed, and he was admitted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Russian-
Jewish descent. He is a salesman and is very successful. He
has the ability to sell anything.
Maternal factors .- The mother is also American-born of
Russian- Jewish descent. She devotes all her energy to caring
for her family and home.
Siblings .- Albert has one brother who is five years younger
than he.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Jewish are
spoken in this home.
29

The home .- The family occupies the first-floor tenement
in a two-tenement house. The home is comfortably furnished
and neatly cared for.
The income .- The income is steady and above average. It
enables the family to afford many luxuries.
The neighborhood .- The family resides in a ^ood tenement
section of the city. It is located one mile from the center of
the city and one-quarter mile from the school.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed for four months; that he cut his first tooth at seven
months; that he walked at fourteen months; and that he talked at
fifteen months.
He has had chicken pox and measles.
He is large for his age and has been very healthy. He is
right-handed.
Personality
This quiet youngster is quite sensitive. Often he does not
show it at the time, but later will make some remark to show how
it affected him. He possesses a fine sense of humor. His
originality shows up in many ways. He writes excellent stories
and poetry.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-Bine t scale
Albert scored an intelligence quotient of 132. The psychologist
30
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reported that his language was remarkably good; that his memory
was good; that his judgment was very superior; and that his per-
ception was very good.
Achievement test results ,- On the Stanford Achievement Testv
Form EM, administered to Albert in Grade 5.5, he received the
following grade-equivalents on the individual tests:
Paragraph meaning 11.3
Word meaning 11.1
Language usa.-e 11.3
Spelling 9.3
Arithmetic-Reasoning 10.5
Arithmetic-Computation 8.6
History 11.3
Geography 11.3
WILLIAM
When the achievement test was given to the fourth-grade
classes, in the fall, •Villiam scored so high that he was recom-
mended for the group just formed as a class for the mentally
gifted. The Child G- idance Clinic, after examining and testing
William, arranged for his transfer to the group.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- William's father was born in Lithuania
and came to America in his youth. He works in a shoe factory.
He is very much interested in William's future and spends much
time with him.
Maternal factors .- William's mother was born in America of
Lithuanian descent. She also works in a shoe factory. She is
devoted to her family.
Siblings .- 'Villiam is the only child in this family.

Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Lithuanian are
spoken at home.
The home .- The family owns its own two-family wooden house
They live on the first floor and rent the second floor. The
tenement is very neat and well-furnished. Many books were in
evidence
.
The income .- As both parents are working, there is a very
steady income. They appear to be able to afford all the neces-
sities and many of the luxuries.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a neat pleasant
neighborhood near the factory section of the city. It is
located two miles from the main shopping center. The homes are
quite close together and are divided into tenements.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed until seven months; that he cut his first tooth at
seven months; that he walked at nine months; and that he talked
at twelve months.
He is right-handed.
He is large for his age. He has had no childhood sick-
nesses.
Personality
William is very mature socially. He is responsive to the
wishes of others. His sure attitude is not offending. Ee is
neat, meticulous in his work, and he expects the same of ethers.
<713V
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He Is a natural leader.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-Bine t scale,
William scored an intelligence quotient of 133. The psychologist
reported that his language was very superior; that his memory
was considerably above average; that his judgment was very good;
and that his perception was superior.
Achievement Test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, which was administered to William in grade 5.5,
he received a grade-equivalent score of 10.9. On the individual
tests he obtained the following grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning 8.3
Word meaning 9.3
Language usage 8.7
Spelling 10.0
Arithmetic-Reasoning 7.2
Arithmetic-Computation 6.2
Literature 11.0
Social Studies (History) 11.0
Social Studies (Geography) 11.0
Science 11.0
EDWARD
When the second grade teachers were asked to recommend
their best pupils, Edward was named to take a test for entry
into the class for mentally gifted. He scored the highest
of all the children and was admitted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of English
descent. He is a bricklayer. During the depression, he had
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a very hard time financially. He is a hard worker and does
a great deal to help Edward.
Maternal factors .- The mother is also American-born of
English descent. She does not work outside the home, and she
is very much devoted to Edward.
S iblings Edward is the only child.
Language spoken at hone .* English is the only language
spoken at home.
The home . - The family lives in the second-floor apartment
of the maternal grandparent's home. It is neatly furnished.
Good reading materials are available for Edward. The maternal
grandfather spends much time with him.
The income .- After Edward's birth the family had economic
difficulties but were aided by the maternal grandparents. How
they have an adequate income for all the necessities and many
of the luxuries.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a semi-rural
neighborhood within sight of the school. Most of the homes
contain 2\ stories.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that Edward
was bottle-fed. At first it was extremely difficult to find
a formula that would agree with him. He kept his bottle for
fourteen months. He cut his first tooth at six months; he
walked ar twelve months; and he talked in sentences at twelve
months.
B 00
He suffered from convulsions at fourteen months caused
by teething. He has had chicken pox and mumps. He has food
idiosyncrasies
.
He is right-handed, large, and husky for his age.
Personality
His social graces are very well established. He has excell-
ent manners. He is inclined to whine. Jealousy is apparent
only when the parents fool with each other.
He is an excellent leader who gets others to do his work
but works hard to help others.
Educative Growth
Psychologists report .- On the old Stanford-Binet scale,
Edward scored an intelligence quotient of 159. The psychologist
reported that his language was very superior; that his memory
was excellent; that his judgment was remarkably good; and that
his perception was very superior.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Edward in Grade 4.5, he scored
an average grade-equivalent of 8.8. On the individual tests
he received the following grade-equivalents:
Paragraph meaning 8.8
Vocabulary 9.0
Language usage 9.5
Spelling 8,3
Arithmetic-Reasoning 8,3
Arithmetic-Computation 7.0
Literature too high
Social Studies 9.5
Science 11.0
I
EMILY
The principal of Emily's school believed that she possessed
superior mental ability. When she was tested by the Child
Guidance Clinic, she received an intelligence quotient of one
point below the lower limit set for membership in the class
for mentally gifted. However, she was accepted by the clinic
for admittance to the class.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Scotch-
Irish descent. He is twenty-five years older than the mother.
It is his second marriage. He has a grown family from his
previous marriage. He is an executive in the management of a
huge estate. He formerly taught school and has held many
responsible positions. He is very well educated.
Ivlaternal factors .- The mother is American-born of Scotch-
Irish descent. She is constantly trying to win the affection
of the father from the child. She does not work outside the
home. She is very ambitious for Emily to succeed.
Siblings .- Emily is the only child of this marriage. How-
ever, she has five stepbrothers and stepsisters from the father's
first marriage. None of these is home now, and there is
harmonious relationship between them and Emily.
Languages spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken in this home.
The home . - The family lives in a two-story wooden house.
They occupy the first floor and an elderly paternal grandmother
2&
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occupies the second floor. It Is comfortably furnished and has
all the necessities and many of the luxuries.
The income .- The income now is adequate but at one time it
was very large. The father ! s frequent change of positions
accounts for the decrease In Income.
The neighborhood .- Emily lives in a fair tenement section
near the school.
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
breast-fed until six months and bottle-fed until fourteen
months; that she cut her first tooth at seven months; that
she walked at fourteen months; and that she started off talking
by using sentences at eighteen months.
She suffered from chicken pox and bronchial pneumonia. She
now has a bronchial allergy which requires treatment.
She wears glasses. She is right-handed but a tendency to
left-handedness was overcome by her parents.
Personality
Emily is a very imaginative child. She is jealous when her
parents pay attention to other children. She is very affection-
ate but quick-tempered.
Educative Growth
Psychologists report .- Cn the old Stanford-Binet scale,
Emily scored an intelligence quotient of 129. The psychologist
reported that her language was less well developed than the other

factors; that her memory was average; that her judgment was
superior; and that her perception was good.
Achievement test results ,- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Emily in Grade 4,5, she scored
an average grade-equivalent of 6,4, On the individual tests
she received grade-equivalents as follows:
Paragraph meaning 7,4
Vocabulary 7.8
Language usage too high
Spelling 8.3
Arithmetic-Reasoning 5,1
Arithmetic-Computation 4,7
Literature 7^8
Social Studies 5,5
Science 6,2
CHARLOTTE
Then recommending pupils to the Child Guidance Clinic who
had done exceptional work, the school principal included
Charlotte, The clinic tested her and admitted her to the class
for the mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factor .
-
The father is American-born of Scotch-
Irish descent. He owns and operates a tool manufacturing con-
cern. He is very much interested in Charlotte.
Maternal factors .- The mother is American-horn of English
descent. She does not work outside the home. She devotes all
her time to family and home.
Siblings ,- Charlotte has a brother five years her senior.
Language spoken at home .- English is the only language
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spoken in this home.
The home . - The home is in a single-family house. It is
the best home among the members of the gifted group. The
family employs a full-time maid. There are many books and
magazines for Charlotte to read.
The income .- The family enjoys a very large income from
the father's business.
The neighborhood .- The family resides in an excellent
residential section of the city. The neighborhood is composed
mainly of single-family houses.
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
breast-fed until six months; that she cut her first tooth at
seven months; that she -walked at twelve months; and that she
talked at fourteen months.
She had chicken pox, measles, and German measles. In
general she enjoys good health.
She is physically attractive and large for her age. She
is right-handed.
Personality
This well-poised young lady used to have periods of
apprehension. However, therapy by the Child Guidance Clinic
cleared up this trouble. She is easy-going, affectionate, and
conscientious
.
i
Educative Growth
Psychologist * s report .- On the old Stanford-Bine t scale,
Charlotte scored an intelligence quotient of 135. The psycholo-
gist reported that her language was very well-developed; that
her memory was good; that her judgment was superior; and that
her perception was excellent.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Charlotte in Grade 4.5, she
scored an average grade-equivalent of 7.4. On the individual
tests she scored grade-equivalents as follows:
Paragraph meaning 1,2
Vocabulary 7 ',8
Language usage 9i0
Spelling 8.3
Arithmetic-Reasoning 7'.2
Arithmetic-Computation 5.6
Literature 9.0
Social Studies 6.8
Science 6.0
LOUISE
Louise's teacher reported her outstanding class work
to the Child Guidance Clinic. After testing, the clinic
admitted her to the class for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father was horn in Nova Scotia.
He is a naturalized citizen. He is employed as a salesman for
a heating concern. He has studied on the side for a law degree.
Eo?;ever, he has never taken his bar examinations. He is very
much concerned about the progress that Louise makes in school.
40
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Maternal factors.- The mother stays at home and is very
much devoted to her family. She was born in America.
Siblings.- Louise is the oldest of three children. She
lias two younger brothers.
Languages spoken at home.- English is the only language
spoken at home.
The home.- The family lives in a two-story house owned
by the maternal grandparents. The home is attractively fur-
nished and neatly kept.
The income.- The father has a good job that provides a
steady income. The family is able to afford many of the
luxuries and all of the necessities of life.
Tne neighborhood.- The family lives in a good neighbor-
hood about one mile from the shopping center and two miles from
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
breast-fed for three months and bottle-fed until one year; that
she cut her first tooth at six months; that she walked at
thirteen months; and that she talked at fifteen months.
She has suffered from asthma, a condition which has cleared
up. She had chicken ^ox and measles.
She is large for her age and quite attractive. She is
right-handed.
Personality
Louise is an attractive child. Her sociable, generous
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nature is apt to change to a stubborn, moody nature If she
is crossed too much. Usually she is truthful and obedient. She
is not too affectionate.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-Blnet scale
Louise received an Intelligence quotient of 136. The psycholo-
gist reported that her language was good but less than her other
abilities; that her memory was very good; that her judgment was
very superior; and that her perception was superior.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, From EM, administered to Louise in Grade 4.5, she scored
an average grade-equivalent of 8.8. On the individual tests
she scored grade-equivalents as follows:
Paragraph meaning 10.3
Vocabulary 9.0
Language us ;ge too high
Spelling 8.3
Arithmetic-Reasoning 7.4
Arithmetic-Computation 6.6
Literature 10.0
Social Studies 8^8
Science 8,5
ROBERT
Robert is a mathematical expert who sorely tried the
teacher of the regular grade. He was referred to the Child Guid-
ance to see if they could help him. There they found him to be
of superior ability, so arranged for his entrance into the
class for mentally gifted.
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Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors ." The father was born in Germany and came
to this country in his youth. He owns and operates a machine
shop and has "been doing very well during the war. He is con-
scious of his native background but is a good American citizen.
Maternal factors .- The mother was born in the southern part
of Hungary and came to the United States in her youth also. She
is overprotect ive of Robert who is the younger of two boys in
the family.
Siblings .- The older brother is fifteen years Robert f s
senior. While there is liking there for the younger brother,
there is no real leadership. The older brother is married and
works with the father.
languages spoken at home .- English and German are spoken at
home by the parents, but Robert speaks only English.
The home. - Robert and his family live in a single-family
home which they own. It is well-kept and very neat. All neces-
sities and many luxuries are found here.
The income .- At the start of the war when materials were
scarce, the father f s business was not very profitable, but when
war contracts were given to machine shops the business improved.
Along with this went an increase in income. The family now
enjoys an income way above the average.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a semi-rural residen-
tial area three miles from the school.
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Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that Robert
was breast-fed until four months; that he cut his first tooth
at seven months; that he walked at twelve months; and that he
talked at twelve months.
He is left-handed.
Robert has had a diet difficulty, and he has suffered from
celiac disease. He is afraid of .vater and of the dark. He
also had scarlet fever, measles, and chicken pox.
Personality
The Rorshark test showed Robert to possess very little
caution or refined control. There is no introspection, very
little tact, and not enough shock-absorbing qualities. He does
erratic thinking and does not utilize his creative or pro-
ductive powers to a maximum.
He has made a poor adjustment in public school, not getting
along well with either teacher or fellow students.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the old Stanford-Binet scale,
Robert scored an intelligence quotient of 145. The psychologist
reported that his language was extremely superior; that his
memory was superior; that his judgment was unusually good; that
his perception was superior.
Achievement test results .- In the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered while Robert was in gr r-de 4.8, he
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received the following grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Word usage
Spelling
Arithmetic-Reasoning
Arithmetic-Computation
literature
History
Geography
Science
9.3
10.2
8.0
10.2
6.3
6.4
8.6
7.9
10.5
11.1
CONNIE
On the recommendation of the Educational Consultant of the
city, the Child Guidance Clinic tested Connie and accepted her
for admittance to the class for mentally gifted.
Paternal factors . - The father is American-horn of Russian-
Jewish descent. He is a manufacturer of nails. He is interested,
in the many Jewish organizations in the city.
Maternal factors .- The mother is also American-born of
Russian- Je?/ish descent. She is over-protective of Connie. She
does not work outside the home, hut is interested in many com-
munity projects, such as the Red Cross, Community Fund, and
The Young Women's Hebrew Association.
Siblings .- Connie has one sister seven years older than she.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Hebrew are
spoken in this home.
The home .- The home is luxurious in its furnishings. It
has all the luxuries desired and a maid to care for it.
The income .- The income is in the upper brackets. The
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
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father's business is very successful.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in the best residen-
tial district of the city. All the homes in this section are
restricted to cost at least )25,000.
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
bottle-fed until thirteen months; that she cut her first tooth
at eleven months; that she walked at thirteen months; and that
she talked at eight months.
She has had no sicknesses except nervous upsets due to
school difficulties when she was in the regular class.
She is short and over-weight. She is right-handed.
Personality
Connie is self-centered. She is well-poised, chummy,
alert, and sociable when things go her way. If they do not, she
becomes timid and fearful. Her emotional nature makes each mood
very noticeable.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the new Stanford-3inet scale,
Connie scored an intelligence quotient of 128. The psychologist
reported that her language was good; that her memory was normally
well-developed; that her judgment was very good; and ghat her
perception was very good.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Connie in Grade 6.5, she received
no 1 J0O3 3
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the following grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Language usage
Spelling
Arithmetic-Reasoning
Arithmetic-Computation
History
Geography
9.9
10:5
li:3
8.3
7i9
11.1
8.8
JOAN
On the recommendation of her principal the Child Guidance
Clinic tested Joan and accepted her for admittance to the class
for mentally gifted.
Paternal factors .- The father is American-horn of Russian-
Jewish descent. He operates a real estate agency in the city.
He is successful in this work. He takes great pride in Joan.
Maternal factors .- The mother is Russian-horn. She does
not work outside the home. She takes an active part in the
Jewish Community affairs. She is a very good mother.
Siblings .- Joan is the only child in this family.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Hebrew are
spoken in this home.
The home . - This is an above average home where many
cultural advantages are available for Joan. It is neatly kept
and well-furnished.
The income .- The income from the father ! s business is
large. It allov/s the family many luxuries.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
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Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
bottle-fed until fifteen months; that she cut her first tooth
at seven months; that she walked at thirteen months; and that
she talked at twelve months.
She has a thyroid condition which requires medical atten-
tion. Otherwise her health has been good.
She is tall and thin. She is right-handed.
While this young lady can be well-mannered, she naturally
shows off. She has temper spells if she does not get her way.
She also tends to be bossy and stubborn.
Psychologists report .- On the new Stanford-Binet scale,
Joan scored an intelligence quotient of 146. The psychologist
reported that her language was superior; that her memory was
excellent; that her judgment was excellent; and that her per-
ception was good.
Achievement rest results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Joan in Grade 5.5, she received
the following grade-equivalent scores;
Personality
Educative Growth
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Language usage
Spelling
Arithmetic-Reasoning
Arithmetic-Computation
History
Geography
8.6
8.8
11.3
8'.8
9.0
7.7
7;3
7.3
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JOSEPH
Recommended by his principal and tested by the Child Guid-
ance Clinic, Joseph was accepted for admittance to the class for
mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Swedish
descent. He is the proprietor of a machine shop in the city.
He is also interested in the Salvation Army.
Maternal factors .- The mother is American-born of Swedish
descent. In addition to caring for her home and family, she
finds time to assist in the work of the Salvation Army.
Siblings .- Joseph is the second child in a family of four
boys
.
Languages spoken at home .- English and Swedish are spoken
in this home.
The home . - The family owns the house they live in. It is
very well-furnished and neatly kept. There are many books and
magazines for the boys to read.
The income .- The family income is steady and adequate due
to the father's business. The family is able to afford many
luxuries
.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in an average tenement
in the southern part of the city. It is predominately Swedish.
It is located l| miles from the center of the city and two miles
from the school.
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Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
bottle-fed until fourteen months; that he cut his first tooth
at seven months; that he walked at eleven months; and that he
talked at twelve months.
He has had measles and chicken pox. He suffers from astJma,
for which he is receiving Ireatment
•
He is a husky hoy who is very attractive. He is left-
handed.
This quick-witted, forward lad is inclined to he lazy and
do no more than he is made to do. He has a habit of pro-
crastinating. His one big fault is tale-bearing. If allowed
to, he will tell on his friends and classmates. Plowever, his
cheery attitude will get him through a hard task.
Psychologist's report .- Cn the new Stanford-Binet scale,
Joseph scored an intelligence quotient of 132. The psycholo-
gist reported that his language was very superior; that his
memory was good; that his judgment was very superior; and that
*
his perception was very good.
Achievement test results .- Cn the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Joseph in Grade 5.5, he received
the following gr^de-equiva lent s on the individual tests:
Personality
Educative Growth
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Language usage
9.3
8.8
11.3
9T)
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Spelling
Arithmetic-Reasoning
Arithmetic-Computation
History
Geography
9.6
9.0
7.7
9.0
10.2
LUCY
On the recommendation of her principal, the Child Guidance
Clinic tested Lucy and admitted her to the class for mentally
Paternal factors .- The father was born in Russia. He owns
and operates a leather business in the community. He has given
much help to many civic projects.
!.!aternal factors .- The mother is American-born of Russian-
Jewish descent. She does not work outsidr the home. She de-
votes her energy to her family and home.
Siblings .- Lucy is the younger by three years of two
sisters.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Hebrew are
spoken at home.
The home .- The home, a single-family house, is luxuriously
furnished. It is superior in its cultural advantages.
The income .- The income is high and steady.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in an exclusive resi-
dential section.
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
breast-fed for two months; that she cut her first tooth at
gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Health and Appearance
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eight months; that she walked at twelve months; and that she
talked at nine months.
She had measles and scarlet fever. She was operated on
for an eye twitch and now wears glasses. She is a tall, thin
child.
She is right-handed.
Persona lity
This talkative, forward young lady is at times inclined
to be over-assertive or "bossy". She is alert, well-poised,
and energetic. She is excitable and likely to be noisy at
those times.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- Cn the new Stanf ord-Binet scale,
Lucy scored an intelligence quotient of 129. The psychologist
reported that her language was fair; that her memory was
adequately well-developed; that her judgment was superior; and
that her perception was very good.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Lucy in Grade 5.5, she scored
the following grade-equivalents on the individual tests:
Paragraph meaning 9.6
Word meaning 8iG
Language usage 9,6
Spelling 10.5
Arithmetic-Reasoning 10,5
Arithmetic-Computation 7.7
9
JANICE
On the recommendation of her principal, the Child Guidance
Clinic tested Janice and admitted her to the class for mentally
gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The adoptive father owns and operates
a funeral home. He is widely known and is a good community
worker.
Maternal factors . - The adoptive mother is over-protective.
She wanted a child after the death of her own child, and
obtained Janice from a regular adoption society.
Siblings .- Janice is the only child in this home*
Languages spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken at home.
The home. - The family lives on the third floor of the
funeral home run by the father. It is a comfortably-furnished
apartment
•
The income .- The income is substantial and provides all
the necessities and many of the luxuries.
The neighborhood .- The family lives near a main thorough-
fare and shopping center.
Health and Appearance
All that is known of her developmental record is that she
talked at fifteen months. She was adopted by the family at the
age of thirteen months.
She has had mononucleosis. She is susceptible to colds.
ffO
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She is pale, drawn, and weak-looking.
She is right-handed.
Personality
Janice is unselfish and extremely considerate of others.
She is obedient qnd helpful. At times she is tense and distant.
She is a deep-thinker.
Educative Growth
Psychologist 1 s report .- On the Stanford-Bine t scale, Janice
scored an intelligence quotient of 133. The psychologist reported
that her language was fair; that her memory was good; that her
judgment was superior; and that her perception was very good.
Achievement test results .- Cn the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Janice in Grade 5.5, she received
the following grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning 9.9
Word meaning 10.5
Language usage 10.2
SpeUing 7;i
Arithmetic-Reasoning 9.0
Arithmetic-Computation 8.6
History 7,9
Geography 8.6
TED
Recommended by his principal and tested by the Child
Guidance Clinic, Ted was accepted for admittance to the class
for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors. - The father is Ameri can-born of English
descent. He Is an official of the association which conducts

a large fair in the city each year. He is very active in com-
munity affairs.
Maternal factors . - The mother is also American-born of
English descent. She does not work outside the home. She is
very much devoted to her family.
Siblings Ted has one adopted sister who is nine years
his junior.
Languages spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken in this home.
The home . - The family occupies a single-family house which
they own. It is very well-furnished and above average in the
books and magazines which are available for Ted to read.
The income .- The income is large. The family is able to
afford the luxuries they desire.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a new residential
section in the western section of the city. It is located two
miles from the center of the city and about one mile from the
school.
In his developmental history it is record: d that he was
bottle-fed until thirteen months; that he cut his first tooth
at six months; that he walked at twelve months; and that he
talked at fourteen months.
His general health is excellent. He has had chicken pox
and measles.
He is tall for his age. He is right-handed.
Health and Appearance
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Personality
Ted is a well-adjusted boy who reflects good home conditions.
He is happy and secure. He is good-natured and loves to play.
He is not snobbish and is friendly to all children.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the new Stanf ord-Binet scale,
Ted scored an intelligence quotient of 151. The psychologist
reported that his language was very superior; that his memory
was average; that his judgment was excellent; and that his per-
ception ?;as very £Ood.
enlevement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Ted in Grade 5.5, he received
the following grade-equivalents on the individual tests:
Paragraph meaning 8.1
Word meaning 8.3
Language usage 8.3
Spelling 7.1
Arithmetic-Reasoning 9.0
Arithmetic-Computation 6.6
History 9.0
Geography 7.3
GORDON
Recommended by his teacher, and tested by the Child Guid-
ance Clinic, Gordon was accepted for admittance to the class
for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Irish
descent. He has a responsible position as foreman in a rubber
plant
•
I
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Maternal factors .- The mother is American-born of Italian
descent. She does not work outside the home. She is a year
older than the father.
Siblin-s .- Gordon is the younger of two boys.
Languages spoken ai home .- English is the only language
spoken at home.
The home . - The family owns its own single-family house.
It is well-furnished and neatly kept.
The income .- Trie income is above average and adequate for
all the necessities and many of the luxuries.
The neighborhood .- Gordon lives in a good residential
section in the southern part of the city. It is about two
miles from zhe center of the city and three miles from the
school.
Health and Appearance
In his d velopmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed u-til six months; that he cut his first tooth at
four months; that he walked at twelve months; and that he talked
at eighteen months.
He has had an abscessed ear but suffered no loss of hearing
as a result of it. He is rail and thin. He is right-handed.
Personality
This quiet, self-conscious lad is very helpful. He is
quick, neat, and methodical. He is cooperative by nature and
does everything he can to be of assistance at home and in school.
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Educative Growth
Psychologist's report.- On the new Stanford-Binet scale,
Gordon scored an intelligence quotient of 153. The psychologist
reported that his language was superior; that his memory was
very good; that his judgment was extremely superior; and that
his perception was excellent.
Achievement test results.- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Gordon in Grade 5.5, he received
the following grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Language usage
Spelling
Arithmetic-Reasoning 11.3
Arithmetic-Computation 9.3
History 11.3
Geography 11.3
RITA
Recommended by her teacher and tested by the Child Guidance
Clinic, Rita was accepted "by the Clinic for admittance to the
clas for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors.- The father is American-born of English
descent. He is employed as as assistant foreman in a gear-
making factory in a neighboring city.
Maternal factors.- The mother is also American-born of
English descent. She is an over-protective woman who is easily
upset. She tries to protect Rita from everything and tries to
make her decisions for her.
1r
Siblings
.
- Rita is the only child in the family.
Languages spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken in this home.
The home .- The family occupies a single-family hcuse, which
they rent. It is attractive, pleasing, and has a good cultural
atmosphere
•
The income .- The income is average but steady. The family
can afford many luxuries.
The neighborhoo The neighborhood is a quiet residential
section composed of both single-family houses and tenement
houses
.
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
bottle-fed until twelve months; that she cut her first tooth
at five months; that she walked at ten months; and that she
talked at fourteen months.
She has had bronchial pneumonia, measles, and chicken pox.
There were no harmful after effects.
She is an attractive child. She is slim and average in
height. She is right-handed.
Personality
Rita is shy and very emotional. She lacks initiative or
ability to accept responsibility. She is very polite and
courteous
.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the new Stanford-Binet scale,
r
Rita scored an intelligence quotient of 144. The psychologist
reported that her language was superior; that her memory was
excellent; that her Judgment was superior; and that her percep-
tion was excellent.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement Test,
Form EM, administered to Rita in Grade 4.2, she scored the
following grade-equivalents:
STANLEY
Recommended by his principal, Stanley was tested by the
Child Guidance Clinic and accepted for admittance to the class
for the mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Russian-
Jewish descent. He owns and operates a large printing estab-
lishment in the city. He is very much interested in Stanley,
his only son.
Internal factors .- The mother was born in Russia and is a
naturalized citizen of the United States. She does not work
outside the home. She is very much interested in Stanley, her
youngest child.
Siblings .- Stanley Is the youngest of four children. All
are girls but him.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Hebrew are
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Language usage
Spelling
6.1
6.8
5.4
5.4
8 3
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spoken in this home.
The home .- The family owns and occupies a single-family
house. It is very well-furnished. Many cultural opportunities
are present in the forms of good books and magazines.
The income .- The income is in the high brackets due to the
father f s business. It provides all the necessities and luxuries
desired.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed until six months; that he cut his first tooth at
four months; that he walked at thirteen months; and that he
talked at twelve months.
He fractured his right wrist before he went to school. He
has had measles, mumps, and chicken pox. A problem of enuresis
has been cleared up after therapy by the Clinic.
He is a short, chubby lad who is very active. He is left-
handed.
Personality
This boy is over-emotional and over-sensitive. These are
probably the result of his being babied at home. He is affec-
tionate, sincere, and honest.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the Stanford-Bine t scale, Stanlsy
scored an intelligence quotient of 128. The psychologist re-
ported that his language was good; that his memory was above
average; that his judgment was superior; and that his perception
r
was very good. Because of the desire to enlarge the class, it
was decided to accept children with an intelligence quotient of
one or two points below the minimum of 150, so Stanley was
accepted.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Stanley in Grade 6.5, he received
the following grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning 10.5
Word meaning 10.2
Language usage 11.3
Spelling 10.2
Arithmetic-Reasoning 11.3
Arithmetic-Computation 11.3
History 9.6
Geography 8.8
ELAINE
Cn the recommendation of her principal, the Child Guidance
Clinic tested Elaine and admitted her to the class for mentally
gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Italian
descent. He is a shoeworker. He is not very steady. Self-
pity leads him to drink and the loss of his job.
Maternal factors .- The mother is American-born of French
and Italian descent. She has been an invalid for many years.
She is crippled with arthritis. This cheerful woman directs
her home and family from her bed.
Siblings Elaine is the youngest of three children. There
are two girls and one boy in the family. The oldest, a sister,
,9*1
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is married.
Languages spoken at home .- English and Italian are spoken
in this home.
The home . - The family occupies the second floor of a three-
tenement block. The apartment is neat but sparsely furnished.
ftie income .- The income is fairly small and not too steady.
The family has all it can do to get the necessities and medical
care for the mother, so there are few luxuries.
The neighborhood .- The neighborhood is a fair tenement sec-
tion in the northern part cf the city.
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
breast-fed for seven months; that she cut her first tooth at
seven months; that she walked at thirteen months, and that she
talked at fifteen months.
She has suffered from measles, whooping cough, and chicken
pox. On the whole, her health is excellent.
She is a tall, good-looking child. She is right-handed.
Personality
This child is a joy to behold. In spite of all her hard-
ships, she is cheery, sunny, and happy. She finds happiness in
doing good things for others. She cares for her mother willing-
ly. She is sympathetic to those who are in trouble. She is an
outstanding child in every way.
r6 tl
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Educative Growth
Psychologist 1 s report ,- On the new Stanford-Binet scale,
Elaine scored an intelligence quotient of 140. The psychologist
reported that her language was superior; thar her memory was
good; and that her judgment was excellent; and that her percep-
tion was very good.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Elaine in Grade 6.5, she received
the following grad r -equivalent scores:
Recommended by his teacher, Paul was tested "by the Child
Guidance Clinic and accepted for admittance to the class for
mentally gifted.
Paternal factors .- The father was horn in Nova Scotia and
is a naturalized citizen of the United States. He is a hard-
working man who drives an ice and coal truck. He is quiet and
taciturn.
Maternal factors .- The mother is American-born of English
descent. During the war, she worked in a defense plant to make
extra money for the family. She is a very willing and
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Language usage
Spelling
Arithmetic-Reasoning
Arithmetic-Computation
History
Geography
10.8
10.8
10,8
11.3
11.3
10,8
11.3
9.9
PAUL
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
t)
t
cc operative woman.
Siblings .- Paul is the youngest of four children, Ke has
two older sisters and one brother who is a year older than he.
Languages spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken at home.
The home .- The family occupies the second and third floors
of a three-tenement house. The living quarters are on the
second floor, and on the third floor are rooms for the children
to play and study. It is an average home in regard to fur-
nishings •
The income .- The income is steady but not too large. Dur-
ing the war it was augmented by the mother's working in a defense
plant
.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a good, tenement
section of the southern part of the city. It is located one
mile from the center of the cit~ and two miles from the school.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed until six months; that he cut his first tooth at six
months; and that he walked at ten months; and that he talked at
fourteen months.
He has had his appendix removed. Other than that his
health has been excellent.
He is tall and well-developed. He is right-handed.
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Personality
Paul is a very sensitive boy. He used to have spells of
crying when he was upset. He has now overcome this tendency.
He is very willing to help at all times. He is taciturn and
must be drawn out in order to be free and easy with people.
Psychologist's report .- Cn the new Stanford-Binet scale,
Paul scored an Intelligence quotient of 154. The psychologist
reported that his language was better than average; that his
memory was normal; that his judgment was superior; and that his
perception was excellent.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Paul in Grade 6.5, he received
the following grade-equivalents on the individual tests:
EVELYN
Recommended by her teacher and tested by the Child Guidance
Clinic, Evelyn was accepted for admittance to the class for
mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of German
descent. He has an excellent position with a large chain-
Educative Growth
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Language usage
Spelling
Arithmetic-Reasoning
Ari thme tic-Computat ion
History
Geography
8.3
7.5
8.8
6.8
9.0
10.8
6.0
7.3
08,13
9
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store corporation. He is the supervisor for the New England
states so is not home during the week.
Maternal factors .- The mother is American-horn of English
descent. She devotes her time 10 caring, for her family and
home. Because of the father's absence, much of the responsi-
bility for the children falls on her alone.
Siblings .- Evelyn has one brother who is three years
younger than she.
Languages spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken in this home.
The home . - The family occupies a large, pretentious house.
It is beautifully furnished. All the cultural advantages of
good books and magazines are present.
The income.- The family income is steady and large. It
is enough to enable the family to have all the luxuries they
desire
.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a new residential
section of the city. All the houses are elaborate and expen-
sive .
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
breast-fed until seven months; that she cut her first tooth at
twelve months; that she walked at nine months; and that she
talked at twelve months.
She has had whooping cough and scarlet fever. When she
was teething, she had convulsions.
3°:
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She is a small child, both in height and weight. She is
right-handed.
In spite of all h-~r home advantages, Evelyn is not spoiled.
She is sociable, friendly, and talkative. She is flighty at
times and hates to do things by herself. Her affectionate
nature demands company. Sb.e is spontaneous in her likes and
dislikes
.
Psychologist's report .- On the new Stanford-Binet scale
Evelyn scored an intelligence quotient of 141. The psycholo-
gist reported that her language was superior; that her memory
was excellent; that her Tudsrment was superior; and that her
perception was good.
Achievement test results .- Cn the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form Elf, administered to Evelyn in Grade 6.5, she received
the following grade-equivalent scores:
ALICE
On the recommendation of her principal and teacher, the
Child Guidance Clinic tested Alice and accepted her for admit-
tance to the class for mentally gifted.
Personality
Educative Growth
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Language usage
Spelling
Arithmetic-Reasoning
Arithmetic-Computation
History
Geography
11.3
10.5
11.3
11.3
10.5
11.3
10.5
6.8
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Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Russian-
Jewish descent. Ke owns a cut-rate store in the center of the
city. Ke is interested in t he Jewish community affairs. He
spends much time with Alice.
Maternal factors .- The mother is also American-born of
Russian-Jewish descent. She is a domineering woman who directs
the lives of her family. She resents criticism and refuses to
see how she might harm her daughter's future. She does not
work outside the home.
Siblings Alice has one brother who is seven years younger
than she.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Hebrew are
spoken at home.
The home .- The family owns its own single-family house.
It is well-furnished and very neatly kept. It has many
cultural advantages.
The income .- The income of this family is large. The
father's business is very successful.
The neighborhood .- The neighborhood is a good residential
one consisting mostly of single-family houses. Most of the
homes are occupied by their owners.
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
bottle-fed until fourteen months; that she cut her first tooth
at thirteen months; that she walked at eighteen months; and
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that she talked in sentences at twenty-four months.
She has suffered from no childhood diseases and had enjoyed
perfect health.
She is a chubby, little girl, who is right-handed.
Alice is a pert child. She is alert and quick. Although
usually easy-going she gets out of patience with those who are
not so bright as she. She gets overconfident and then makes
errors
.
Psychologist's report .- On the new Stanford-Binet scale,
Alice scored an intelligence quotient of 152. The psychologist
reported that her language was superior; that her memory was
extremely sood; that her judgment was very good; and that her
perception was very good.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Alice in Grade 4.5, she received
the following grade-equivalent scores on the individual tests:
ROGER
On the recommendation of his principal, the Child Guidance
Clinic tested Roger and accepted him for admittance to the class
Personality
Educative Growth
Paragraph meaning
Word meaning
Language usage
Spelling
Arithmetic-Reasoning
Arithmetic-Computation
History
Geogra phy
7.0
8.1
8.6
6.5
7.3
6.1
7.7
6.8
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for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors ,- The father was born in Lithuania and
is a naturalized citizen of the United States. He is the
office manager with a large company. He is a hard worker.
Maternal factors .* The mother is American-born of Italian
descent. She is an over-protective, sensitive woman who is
quick to take offense. She meddles in Roger's quarrels and
calls the homes of the children to complain.
Siblings .- Roger is the older of two boys. He is six
years the senior.
Languages spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken at home.
The home .- The family occupies a five-room apartment on
the second floor. It is well-furnished and neatly tended.
The income .- The income is steady and adequate to provide
all the necessities and many of the luxuries.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a semi-rural
neighborhood of tenement houses.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed until six months; that he cut his first tooth at
six months; that he walked at eleven months; and that he talked
at eighteen months.
He has had chicken pox and an abscessed ear. He suffered
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no after effects from these.
He is right-handed.
Personality
Roger is friendly, polite, and mature for his age. He is
tense and seer.:s to "be afraid of making a mistake, so often
makes no effort at all. At times a feeling of agressiveness
is apparent and at those times he wants to be the leader.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the new Stanford-Binet scale,
Roger scored an intelligence quotient of 151. The psychologist
reported that his language was superior; that his memory was
far above average; that his judgment was exceptionally good;
and that his perception was very good.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Roger in Grade 4.5, he scored
the following grade-equivalents on the individual tests:
Paragraph meaning 7.7
Word meaning 8.1
Language usage 10.2
Spelling 7.1
Arithmetic-Reasoning 8.8
Arithmetic-Computation 6.5
History 9.3
Geography 8.3
WARREN
On the recommendation of his teacher, the Child Guidance
Clinic tested Warren and accepted him for admittance to the
class for mentally gifted.
»b1
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Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-horn of Swedish
descent. He is a teller in a large bank in the city. He is
very much interested in his family and spends much time with
it.
Maternal factors . - The mother is also American-horn of
Swedish descent. She does not work outside the home. She
devotes all her time to her family and home.
Siblings .- Warren is the youngest of three boys.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Swedish are
spoken in this home.
The home .- The family lives in a single-family house which
it ov;ns. It is comfortably furnished and above average in the
number of books and magazines for the children. They also
have a summer cottage on Cape Cod.
The income .- The income is steady and adequate for the
many luxuries the family enjoys.
The neighborhood .- The family resides in a good residential
section in the southern part of the city.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
bcttle-fed until fifteen months; that he cut his first tooth
at six months; that he walked at twelve months; and that he
talked at eleven months.
He is afflicted with asthma. He has not had the childhood
illnesses. He is tall and slim. He is left-handed.

Personality
Warren has a good sense of responsibility. He is sensi-
tive, high-strung, and shy. If help is needed by someone, he
can be counted on to ^ive it.
Educative Growth
Psychologists report.- Cn the new Stanford-Bine t scale,
Warren scored an intelligence quotient of 161. The psycholo-
gist reported that his language was superior; that his memory
was excellent; that his iudgment was excellent; and that his
perception was excellent.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to "/arren in Grade 4.5, he received
the following grade-equivalent scores:
Faragrarh meaning 9.0
V/ord mean'ng 8.8
Language usage 8.3
Spelling 10.5
Arithmetic-Reasoning 7.9
Arithmetic-Computation 6.8
History 6.8
Geography 7.0
GARY
On the recommendation of his principal the Child Guidance
Clinic tested Gary and accepted him for admittance to the class
for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Scotch-
Irish descent. He is a truck driver when he works. Gary was
f
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born of the father's second marriage.
Maternal factors.- The mother is also American-born of
Scotch-Irish descent. She is sixteen years younger than the
father. She devotes all her time to Gary and does not get
along too well with the father. She dominates Gary.
Siblings .- Gary is the only child in the family.
Languages spoken at home .- English is the only language
spoken at home.
The home . - This is an under-privileged home. It is
sparsely furnished. The mother keeps it very neat*
The income .- The income is unsteady because the father does
not always work. No luxuries can be afforded by this family.
The neighborhood .- The family lives in a poor tenement
section. It is near the center of the city and two miles from
the school.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed until one month; that he cut his first tooth at
eight months; that he walked at thirteen months; and that he
talked at twelve months.
He is thin. He suffered a rupture at the age of five but
this one has since healed. Now he has a rupture which must be
tended to as soon as the doctors can build him up for the
operat ion
.
He is right-handed.

Personality
Gary is a talkative, alert, bright-eyed boy who loves
4 attention. In fact, he is somewhat of a braggart. His keen
imagination makes him a wonderful one-man show.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report .- On the new Stanford-Binet scale,
Gary scored an intelligence quotient of 146. The psychologist
reported that his language was extremely superior; that his
memory was excellent; that his judgment was superior; and th ;.t
his perception was superior.
Achievement test results .- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Gary in Grade 4.5, he received
the following grade-equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning 7.5
Word meaning 7.9
Language usage 7.0
Spelling 5.7
Arithmetic-Reasoning 7.1
Arithmetic-Computation 6.1
History 6.1
Geography 7.0
PATRICK
On the recommendation of his principal, the Child Guidance
Clinic tested Fatrick and accepted him for admission to the
class for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father is American-born of Irish-
descent. He is a good-natured man possessing an excellent sens

of humor. He is employed as an engineer "by the state.
Maternal factors .- The mother is American-born of Lithuanian
descent. She is a domineering woman who runs her family. She
is a jealous woman, who believes that her family is right and
that all others are wrong.
Siblings.- Patrick is the oldest of three boys.
Languages spoken a~ home ." English is the only language
spoken in this home.
he home .- The family lives on the first-floor of a two-
tenement house. It is well-furnished and nearly cared for.
The income .- The income is steady and adequate. It
provides many luxuries for the family.
The neighborhood .- The neighborhood is an attractive one
composed of two-family houses.
Health and Appearance
In his developmental history it is recorded that he was
breast-fed until twelve months; that he cut his first tooth at
nine months; that he walked at ten months; and that he talked at
eight months.
He has had chicken pox and measles. He suffered no after
effects from these diseases.
He is a husky boy and is tall for his age. He is right-
handed.
Personality
Patrick is a reliable boy. He is quiet, alert, and able
to get along with others. He does not like to fight good boys.
4
He loves to play and is always a leader. Children follow him
without question because they respect his ability.
Educative Growth
Psychologist's report ." On the new Stanford-Binet scale,
Patrick scored an intelligence quotient of 138. The psycholo-
gist reported that his language was excellent; that his memory
was good but uneven; that his judgment was mature for his age;
and that his perception was keen.
Achievement test results ." On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Patrick in Grade 4.5, he received
the following grade -equivalent scores:
Paragraph meaning 10.8
Word meaning 9.3
Language usage 8.8
Spelling 10.2
Arithmetic-Reasoning 9.0
Arithmetic-Computation 7.5
History 9.9
Geography 9.0
CELIA
On the recommendation of her principal, the Child Guidance
Clinic tested Celia and accepted her for admittance to the class
for mentally gifted.
Family, Home, and Immediate Environment
Paternal factors .- The father was born in Poland, and is
of the Jewish faith. He is an executive in a chain store deal-
ing in shoes. He is very much devoted to his family.
Maternal factors.- The mother was born in Austria. She is
r/
also of the Jewish faith. She does not work outside the hone.
She devotes all her time and energy to her family.
Siblings .- Celia is the youngest of four children. The
older no are hoys and the younger two are girls.
Languages spoken at home .- Both English and Hebrew are
spoken in this home.
The home . - The home is extremely attractive. It offers
many cultural advantages in the way of good books and magazines.
The income ." The income is large and enables the family to
enjoy many luxuries.
The neighborhood .- The neighborhood is a quiet residential
one. The homes are of the single-family type and are very well-
kept •
Health and Appearance
In her developmental history it is recorded that she was
breast-fed for five months; that she cut her first tooth at
five months; that she walked at ten months; and that she talked
at twelve months.
She is a thin, small, plain child. She is nearsighted and
must wear glasses. She Is right-handed.
Personality
Psychologist's report .- On the new Stanford-Bine t scale,
Celia scored an Intelligence quotient of 138. The psychologist
reported that her language was superior; that her memory was
good; that her judgment was excellent; and that her perception
was very good.
. f t
Achievement test results.- On the Stanford Achievement
Test, Form EM, administered to Celia in Grade 4.5, she scored
the following grade-equivalents:
Paragraph meaning 7.1
Word meaning 8.3
Language usage 9.6
Spelling 8.3
Arithmetic-Reasoning 5.7
Arithmetic -Computation 6.5
History 7.9
Geography 6.0

CHAPTER III
GENETIC COMPARISONS AMONG GIFTED CLASS MEMBERS
Prom a reading of the case studies of the several members
it is apparent that there are many bases for comparison. Among
these the writer will include tables and statistics concerning
the sex of the individual class members; the birthplaces of the
parents; the age of the father and mother at the child's birth;
the employment of the parents; the size of the families; the
order of the child's birth in the family; the different lan-
quages spoken in the home; the ratings on the home, income, and
neighborhood; the manner of the first feedings; the age at which
the child began to teethe, talk, and walk; the handedness of the
gifted child; the ratings on the adjustment to school, fellow-
pupil, and home; the Stanford-Bine t intelligence quotients of
the child; and the number1 of years above the actual gr^de place-
ment the pupil scored on the individual parts of the Stanford
Achievement Test, Form EM.
The boys outnumber the girls in this class. Table 1 shows
us that there are 20 boys and 15 girls.
Table 1. Number and Percentage of the Sex Membership Among the
35 Children in the Special Class for the Gifted.
Sex Number Percentage
(1) (2) (3)
Male 20 57.1
Female 15 42.9
4
The fathers of the members of the gifted group were mostly
American-born. Twenty-four of the 35 fathers were born in the
United States while the remaining 11 were born in a foreign
country. Table 2 shows that Russia was represented by three
fathers, that Canada and Lithuania were represented by two
fathers each, and England, Germany, and Italy were represented
by one father each.
Table 2. Birthplaces of Parents of the 35 Members of the
Gifted Class.
Birthplace
Father
Number Per cent Number Per cent
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) -
United States
24 68.6 29 82.9
Foreign Country.. 11 31.4 6 17.1
0 0 1 2.9
2 5.7 1 2.9
1 2.9 0 0
1 2.9 c 0
0 0 1 2.9
1 2.9 0 0
2 5.7 1 2.9
1 2.9 0 0
3 8.6 2 5.7
As seen from Table 2, 14.3 per cent more mothers were born
in America than were fathers. But again, as in the fathers,
Russia led the list of countries from which the mothers of
foreign birth came.
The fathers ranged from 23 to 52 years of age at the time
of the birth of the child. As seen in Table 3 the mean age of
the 34 fathers was 34.2 years with a standard deviation of 6.1
years. There are only 34 fathers recorded here because one

child is adopted and the age of her real parent is unknown.
Table 3. The Age of the Fathers of 34 Gifted Class Members
at the Time of the Child's Birth.
_Age in years f
50 - 52 X
47 - 49 0
44 - 46 0
41 - 43 1
38 - 40 7
35 - 37 8
32 - 34 5
29 - 31 4
26 - 28 6
23 - 25 2
Number 34
Mean 34.2
Standard
Deviation 6.1
Terman-i/found the mean age of the fathers of his group to
be 33.6 years with a sici,ma of 7.7 years.
The mothers ranged from 18 to 39 years of a fce at the time
of the birth of the gifted-class member. The mean age of the
34 mothers was 28.9 years with a standard deviation of 5.2.
Table 4, which shows the range of the mother's ages, contains
only 34 because of the one adopted child whose real parents are
unknown.
Termar3/ in his study on gifted children found the mean age
of the mothers to be 29.0 years with a standard deviation of
5.6 years.
T^TTewis W. Terman et al, "dental and Physical Traits of a
Thousand Gifted Children", Genetic Studies of ^enius
, Volume I,
Stanford University Press, Stanford University, Ca 1 if ornia. p.634
2/ Ibid, p. 634
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Table 4. The age of the Mothers of 34 Gifted Children at the
Time of the Child's Birth.
Age in years f
39 - 40 2
37 -kJ I uu n
35 - 36 4
33 - 34 3
31 - 32 4
29 - 30 3
7
25 - 26 3
23 - 24 5
21 - 22 2
19 - 20 0
Number 34
Mean 28.9
Standard
Deviation 5.2
A rating of the father's occupation places 28.6 per cent
in the professional group, 51.4 per cent in the business grcup,
14.3 per cent in the skilled labor group, and 5.7 per cent in
the semi-skilled labor group. This compares with the results
found by Terman, who showed that 31.4 per cent of the fathers
were in the professional group; that 50 per cent were in the
business group; that 11.8 per cent were in the skilled labor
group; and that 6.8 per cent were in the semi-skilled labor
group.
Table 5. The Employment of the Fathers of the 54 Members of
the Gifted Class.
Type
(1)
Professional
Euslness
Skilled labor
Semi-skilled
Per cent
(3)
28.6
51.4
14.3
5.7
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Most of the mothers do not work outside the home. Table 6
shows us that only two of the mothers do work.
Table 6. The Employment of the Mothers of the 35 Members of the
Gifted Class.
Type work _Humh£r_ Pftr rtfint
(1) (2) (3) .
Home maker 35 94.3
Industry 2 5.7
Thus the remaining 33 or 94.3 per cent of the mothers are
at home looking after their homes and families.
As seen in Table 7 the size of the families varied from
one child to five children. Of the 35 family groups, the mean
number of children was 2.4 with a standard deviation of 1.1.
Table 7. The Number of Children in the Families of the 35
Gifted-Class Members.
Ilumber of Number of
Children Families Per o.ent
(1) (2) (3) ___
1 7 20
2 17 48.6
3 5 14.3
4 3 8.6
5 3 8.6
Most families had two children. The one-child family com-
posed 20 per cent of the entire group.
All but one child was either the oldest or youngest child
in his family. Table 8 shews us that 60 per cent of the group
were the oldest while 37.1 per cent were the youngest
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Table 8. The Birth Order of the Members of the Gifted Class.
Birth order Number Per cent
(1) (2) (3)
Oldest 21 60
Middle 1 2.9
Youngest 13 37.1
The boy in the middle of his family in regard to birth
order is second in a family of three.
English is spoken in every home. In 16 homes one other
language is also spoken. Tables 9 and 10 show the different
languages spoken. Jewish leads in the list of foreign languages
with ten homes or 62.5 per cent of the foreign-speaking homes
usinp1 it. Italian, C-wedish, Herman, and Lithuanian are also
used in some of the homes.
Table 9. LangUftt.;es Spoken in the Homes of the 35 G-if ted- Class
Members
.
Languages Per cent-
h) (3)
19 54.3
English plus one
foreign lan-
16 45.7
Table 1C. Foreign Languages Spoken in the Sixteen Two-Language
Home s
•
Language Number Per cent
(1) (2) (3)
Jev^ish 10 62.5
Italian 2 12.5
Swedish 2 12.5
Herman 1 6.2
Lithuanian 1 6.2
oal
Only five of the homes were rated as "below average. The
majority of the homes were average or superior.
Table 11. Rating on the Hone cf the 35 Members of the Gifted
Group.
Rating Number Per cent
(1) (2) (3)
13 37.1
Average 17 48.6
Below Average 5 14.3
From Table 11 it is clear that most of the hones were
average as this composed 48.6 per cent of all the homes.
The high-income group leads with 15 of the 35 families
(42.9 per cent) being listed as members. The average income
group follows with 14 members or 40.0 per cent. Table 12
lists the ratings on the income. The below-average group is
Table 12. Rating on the Income Which the Families of the
Gifted Group Receives.
Rating Number Per cent
(1) (2) (3)
High 15 42.9
14 40.0
Below average 6 17.1
last with only six of the 35 families or 17.1 ner cent belong-
i
ing to it.
The neighborhoods represented by the class members are on
a whole good. Table 13 shows us that ten families or 28.6 per
cent live in superior neighborhoods; that ten families or 28.6
per cent li' 7 e in :ocd neighborhoods; that twelve families or
34.3 per cent live in average neighborhoods; and that three
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families or 8.5 per cent live in poor neighborhoods.
Table 13. The Rating on the Neighborhood of the Members of the
Gifted Class.
Rating Number Per cent
(1) (2) (3)
Superior 10 28.6
Good 10 28.6
Average 12 34.3
Poor 3 8.5
In the manner of their first feedings It is revealed by
Table 14 that 22 babies or 62.9 per cent -were breast-fed and the
Table 14. The Method of First Feedings of the Members of the
Gifted Group.
Me thod Number Per cent
(1) (a) (3)
Breast-fed 22 62.9
Bottle-fed 13 57.1
remaining 13 or 37.1 per cent were bottle-fed from the start.
The children showed a wide variation in the age at which
they started to talk. The ages ranged from seven months to 30
months. One factor in this variation may be the degree of talk-
Ing which the parents considered as talking. Table 15 reveals
the mean talking age is 13.8 months with a standard deviation of
4.7 months.
Table 15. The Ages At Which the Children of the Gifted Class
Started to Talk.
Age in Months
7-8
9-10
11 - 12
Number
3
3
12
0
Table 15, (Concluded)
Age in months
13 - 14
15 - 16
17 - 18
19 - 20
21 - 22
23 - 24
25 - 26
27 - 28
29 - 30
Number
Mean
Standard Deviati
Number
4
5
3
1
0
2
0
0
1
34
13.8
on 4.7
The child who waited until 30 months to talk started off
at that time with sentences.
The 34 children cut their first tooth at a mean age of 7.2
months with a standard deviation of 2.2 months.
Table 16. The Age At Which the Children of the Gifted Class Cut
Their First Tooth.
Age in months Number
4 2
5 3
6 9
7 11
8 3
9 1
10 1
11 1
12 1
13 2
Number 34
Mean 7.2
Standard Deviation 2.2
There are only 34 children represented here because the age at
which the adopted child teethed is not known. The ag r at which
the first tooth arrived ranged from four months to 13 months.
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All the children walked by the time they were 18 months.
The youngest age at which a child of this group walked was nine
months. Table 17 shows the wide variation in the time of walk-
ing. The mean walking age was 12.4 months with a standard
Table 17. The Age At Which the Children of the Gifted Class
Started to Walk.
Age in months Number
9 1
10 7
11 5
12 7
13 6
14 4
15 2
16 1
17 1
18 1
Number 35
Mean 12.4
Standard Deviation 2.1
deviation of 2.1.
Thirty of the thrity-five children are right-handed. The
remaining five are left-handed. Table 18 shows thai: 85.7 per
cent of the children are right-handed and 14.3 per cent are left
handed.
Table 18. The Hand Which the Members of the Gifted Group Prefer
to Use.
Hand preferred ~Numberl Per cent
(1) £2J CD
Right 30 85.7
Left 5 14.3
The members of the gifted class made an excellent adjust-
00
ment to their school, home, and fellow-pupils. In the school
29 pupils or 82.9 per cent made a good adjustment while six
pupils or 17.1 per cent made a poor adjustment.
Table 19 illustrates the way in which these young people
adjusted. In the home 30 pupils or 85.7 per cent made a good
adjustment while five or 14.3 per cent made a poor adjustment.
Table 19. The Manner of Adjustment of the 35 Gifted-Class Members
To Their School, Home, and Fellow-pupils.
Rating
(1)
Good
Poor
School
Number
(2)
Per cent
29
6
82.9
17.1
Home
Number
(4)
30
5
Per cent
(5)
85.7
14.3
Fellow
Number
(6)
33
2
.pupils, .
Per cent
(7)
94.3
5.7
In their association with fellow students 33 pupils or
94.3 per cent made a good adjustment and only two or 5,7 per cent
made a poor adjustment.
The Intelligence quotients of members of this group range
from 128 to 161. As seen in Table 20 the mean intelligence
quotient is 138.3 with a standard deviation of 8.7.
Table 20. The Stanford-5inet Intelligence Quotients of the 55
Members of the Gifted Class.
Intelligence
Quotient
128
131
134
137
140
143
146
149
152
155
130
133
136
139
142
145
148
151
154
157
Number
5
10
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
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Table 20. (Concluded)
Intelligence
Quotient
Number
158 - 160
161 - 163
1
1
Number
Mean
Standard Deviation
35
138.3
8.7
The highest intelligence quotient is 2.6 standard deviations
above the mean and the lowest is 1.2 standard deviations below
the mean.
Cn the Stanford Achievement Test, Form EM, administered to
the class members, they scored in each test grade-equivalents
over their actual grade-placement. Tables 21 and 22 record the
number of years above the actual grade-placement the individuals
received on the tests. The tests were given in different grades
to some of the class members so the writer used this method to
make comparisons.
Table 21. The Number of Years Above Actual Grade-Placement
Received by the Class Members on the Stanford Achieve
ment Test, Form EM.
Years Paragraph Vocabulary Language Spelling Science
. Meaning Usage
f f f f fm (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
.1 - .5 0 0 0 1 1
.6 - 1.0 0 1 0 0 1
1.1 - 1.5 1 0 1 3 2
1.6 - 2.0 2 2 0 3 1
2.1 - 2.5 1 2 2 0 1
2.6 - 3.0 6 1 2 6 1
3.1 -3.5 4 10 4 2 1
3.6 - 4.0 3 8 4 8 1
4.1 - 4.5 8 4 6 4 1
4.6 - 5.0 2 4 6 4 0
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Table 21. (Concluded)
Years Paragraph vocabu lary Language Spelling Science
Meaning Usage
xif T XII T 1
(1) (2) (3) f A \(4) (5) (6)
5.1 - 5.5 3 1 2 1 2
5.6 - 6.0 3 1 4 2 0
6.1 - 6.5 1 0 1 0 2
6.6 - 7.0 0 0 2 0 0
Number 34 34 34 34' 14
Mean 3.9 3.6 4.4 3.4 3.2
Standard
Deviation 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.3 2.0
On the Paragraph Meaning Test the 34 class members scored
a mean of 3.9 years (with a standard deviation of 1.3) above the
actual grade-placement. On the Vocabulary Test the 34 members
scored a mean of 3.6 years above the grade-placement. The
standard deviation was 1.0. The 34 pupils scored a mean of 4.4
years with a standard deviation of 1.3 years on the Language
Usage Test. On the Spelling Test the 34 children scored a mean
of 3.4 years with a standard deviation of 1.3 years. The
Science Test was administered to only a portion of the first
group so there are only 14 members who took it. The;: received
a mean of 3.2 years above their grade-placement with a standard
deviation of 2.0.
Table 22. The Number of Years Above Actual Grade-Placement
Received by the Class Members on the Standard Achieve-
ment Test, Form EM.
p Years Arithmetic
Computation
Arithmetic
Reasoning
Literature History Geography
£ f £ f f—
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
a - .5 2 0 0 2 2

Table 22. (Concluded)
Years Arithmetic Arithmetic Literature History Geography
Computation Reasoning
f f f f f
(1) " (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
.6 - 1.0 2 2 0 2 1
1.1 - 1.5 6 3 0 2 0
1.6 - 2.0 9 5 0 1 3
2.1 - 2.5 6 1 2 8 6
2.6 - 3.0 3 8 3 0 1
3.1 ™ c .
5
1 5 2 6 8
3.6 - 4.0 2 4 1 2 2
4.1 - 4.5 2 2 1 2 1
4.6 - 5.0 2 4 1 3 3
o. 1 - O.
O
u u 1 O
5.6 - 6.0 0 1 3 4 3
6.1 - 6.5 0 0 0 0 0
6.6 - 7.0 0 0 1 0 0
Number 35 35 16 33 33
Mean 2.2 3.0 4.2 3.1 3.3
Standard
Deviation 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.5
On the Computation Test in Arithmetic the children scored
a mean of 2.2 years above the grade-placement. The Standard
Deviation on this test was 1.2 years. On the Reasoning Test in
Arithmetic the group scored a mean of 3.0 years above their
placement with a standard deviation of 1.2. The Literature Test
was given to only the first group so the mean for the 16 members
was 4.2 grades above their actual grade with a standard deviation
of 1.4 years. The 33 members of the group who took the History
Test scored a mean of 3.1 years over their actual placement and
had a standard deviation of 1.6 years. The same group took the
Geography Test and received a mean of 3.3 years above their
placement with a standard deviation of 1.5 years.
•
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SD CHILDREN
] rom a review of the esse studies and the tables the follow
ihg points have been discovered.
1. The class is predominately boys. Pifty-seven and one-
tenth per cent of the group are males and 42.9 per cent are
females
.
2. Of the fathers 63.6 per cent are American-born and 34.1
per cent are foreign- born. ...ussia claims the g re a test number
of fcrei-n-ccrn fathers (~.o per cent). Canada and Lithuania
are tied with 5.7 per cent. England, Germany, -i-taly, and
Poland each have 2.9 per cent of the fathers as their native-
born sons.
3. Of the : others 82.9 per cent are of American birth
while 17.1 per cent are of for?i-;n oirth. As in the fathers'
group Russia claims the greatest number or 5.7 per cent.
Austria, Canada, Hungary, and Lithuania each have 2.9 per cent
of the mothers representing them.
4. At the time of the birth of the lifted child the mean
age of the fathers was 34.2 years (S.D. 6.1), and the mean age
of the mothers was 23. 9 years (S.D. 5.2).
5. The great bulk of the fathers are in the professional
and business groups. These two groups account for 23.6 per c 'iit
and 51.4 per cent of the fathers respectively. Tae skilled
labor group contains 1^.3 per cent and the semi-skilled labor
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group has 5.7 per cent of the fathers in it. This follows the
same pattern as found in Terman's-^ s^uriy.
6. Most of the mothers do not work outside the horns.
Thirty -three of the 35 mothers are in this group. Only two
mothers work. Thus 94.3 per cent remain in the home and 5.7
per cent go outside to work.
7. fhs number of children in the families Of the gifted
class memcers range from one to five. There is a preponderance
of families having only one or two children. The one -child
family represents seven homes or 20 per cent of the <-,roup, while
the two-child home accounts for 17 families or 46.6 per cent.
The five families having three children number 14*3 per cent of
the .group. There are three families with four children and
three families with five children. They each number 8.6 per
cent of the group.
8. Out of the 35 children in the gifted class 21 were the
oldest member in their family, and 15 were the younges~ member
in their family. Only one child was between the youngest and
oldest. H« is the second in a family of three hoys*
9. English is spoken in every home. in 16 of the homes
they also speak one additional language.
10. Jewish leads the number of foreign languages spoken.
It is used in 10 homes out of the 35. Italian is spoken in two
homes as is Swedish. Spoken in one home each are ' erman, and

Lithuanian.
11. Only five out cf 55 homes or 14*3 per cent were below
average. Seventeen homes or 4c. 6 per cent were found to have
average conditions. The remaining 12 homes or 57.1 per cent
had a superior rating.
12. The income which tne families received was rated high
average, or below average. Out of 55 families 15 obtained a
high rating; I4 f an average rating; and six, a oelow average
ratin •
15. The neighborhoods of the gifted were rated superior,
good, avera c e, or poor. Cut of the 55 neighborhoods ten were
rated superior; ten, good; 12, average; and three, boor.
14. In the manner of first feeding 22 out of 55 children
or 62.9 per cent were breast-fed. The remaining 13 or 37.1
per cent .vere bottle-fed from the start.
15. The mean age at which the children first talked was
13.8 months (S.D. 4.7). The a,
:
_es ranged from seven months to
30 months
.
16. The children cut their first tooth at a mean age of
7.2 months 'S.D. 2.2). a range of four months to 13 months
covered the 54 cases.
17. The members of the gifted class started to walk at a
mean age of 12.4 months (S.D, 2.1). A ranae of nine montns to
IB months included the 54 members on which data were available
16. The right hand is preferred oy 5i members or 85. 7 per
cent of the group, while the left hand, is preferred by the
*
remaining fiva members or l^.o per cent.
19. Twenty -nine or 82.9 per cent of the gifted group made
a good adjustment to school while 6 or 17.1 per cent made a poor
adjustment.
20. To their home environment 50 or 85.7 per cent made a
rood adjustment and 5 or 14*3 per cent made l. poor adjustment.
21. In their association with fellow-pupils 35 or 94.3 per
cent make a good adjustment while only two or 5.7 per cent made
poor ones.
22. Ths :iean intelligence quotient obtained on the Stanford
Binet scale is 1^8.3 (S.D. 6.7). The intelligence quotients
range from 128 to 161.
23. The Stanford Achievement Test, Form EM, was adminis-
tered to the members of this study in different grades. For
purposes of comparison the writer transposed the grace-equiva-
lent scores into numbers representing the years over the actual
grade placement at the time the test was taken.
On the Paragraph leaning Test the group scored a mean of
3.9 ysars above their grade placement. On the Vocabulary Test
they scored a mean of 3.6 years above their grade placement.
The language Usuage Test had the highest nean of -i.4 years abovs
the grade placement. On trie Spelling Test the gifted group had
a mean of 3.4 years over th?ir grade placsment. On the Science
Test, taken only by 14 children of the original group, they had
a mean of 5.2 years over the grade placement. On the Arithmetic
Computation Tsst the group scored Its lowest mean of 2.2 years
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above grade placement. On the Arithmetic Reasoning Test the
mean was 3.0 years above the grade placement* On the Literature
Test, taken by the original sixteen, the mean was 4.2 years
above the grade placement. On the ueograohy Test the group
scored a mean cf 3.3 years over grade placement.
Thus from these tests it can be seen that these children
are in need of enrichment apart from their regular class. If
they were allowed to ce with a straight grade they would be so
far ahead of the other children that they would lose interest
and might even become discipline problems.
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